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STEADY FLOW OF NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
THROUGH TUBES*

BY

A. E. GREEN and R. S. RIVLIN
Brown University

1. Introduction. The stress-rate of deformation relation for an isotropic fluid, in
which the stress at any point is assumed to depend only on the velocity gradients at
that point, has been considered by Reiner [1]** and by Rivlin [2], If the fluid is in-
compressible and the stress components are expressible as polynomials in the velocity
gradients only, then the stress tensor can be expressed, using Cartesian tensors, in the
form

Uj = Qdtj + "idtkdki + pSa , (1.1)

where da is the rate of deformation tensor defined in terms of the velocity vector v{ by

da = $("<.> + da = 0. (1.2)

p is an arbitrary hydrostatic pressure and a comma denotes differentiation with respect
to one of the coordinates x{ . Also, 0 and ^ are polynomials in the invariants II and III
defined by

II = \dndji , III = \dudikdki . (1.3)

Rivlin [3] has discussed the steady rectilinear flow of a fluid, for which the stress is
given by (1.1), through a uniform tube of circular cross-section and has shown that
such a rectilinear flow can be maintained without the application of body forces, without
making further assumptions regarding the form of the dependence of © and ^ on II and
III. Ericksenf [4] has shown that this is not generally the case when the cross-section
of the tube is non-circular and that, in such cases, the maintenance of steady rectilinear
flow through the tube will require that, in addition to a uniform "pressure gradient"
along the tube, an appropriate distribution of body forces be applied to the fluid. An
exception occurs when ^ = A; 9, where k is a constant. In this case steady rectilinear
flow of the fluid through the tube can be maintained by a uniform "pressure gradient"
alone.

In the present paper, a suitable distribution of body forces, for the maintenance of
steady rectilinear flow through a non-circular tube, is calculated. This distribution has
non-zero components only in the planes normal to the direction of flow and these com-
ponents are independent of position along the tube. This result suggests that if a uniform

'Received November 16, 1955. The results presented in this paper were obtained in the course of
research sponsored by the Office of Ordnance Research, Department of the Army, under Contract No.
DA-19-020-3487.

"Numbers in square brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of the paper.
fWe are grateful to Dr. J. L. Ericksen for discussing this result with us and for allowing us to see the
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"pressure gradient" is applied to the fluid, and no body forces are applied, a steady flow
will be produced which consists of a rectilinear flow along the tube on which is superposed
some flow distribution in planes perpendicular to the length of the tube, independent of
position along the tube. This flow distribution is calculated for a tube having an elliptical
cross-section, for a fluid whose stress-rate of deformation relation has the form (1.1)
with 9 constant and SP = a(c -f II), where c is a constant and where a is a sufficiently
small constant so that the governing equations determining the flow can be linearized
with respect to a. This fluid is a nearly Newtonian fluid which departs from the ideal
Newtonian law (obtained by taking a = 0) in a particular way. The choice of this
particular form of departure is governed by considerations of mathematical tractability.
It is found that for such a fluid, a uniform pressure gradient will produce in the elliptical
tube a rectilinear flow on which is superposed four similar vortex-like flows in planes
normal to the length of the tube-—one in each quadrant of the elliptical cross-section.
These have the same signs in diagonally opposite quadrants and opposite signs in
adjacent quadrants. Although the quantitative results have been obtained for a par-
ticular type of non-Newtonian fluid, we may expect them to be qualitatively valid
much more generally.

2. Rectilinear flow. Assuming zero body forces Ericksen [4] has examined steady
flow for which the velocity components are

Vt = v2 = 0, v3 - 2f(x, y), (2.1)

in a fluid for which the stress-rate of deformation relation is given by (1.1), where co-
ordinates x, are replaced by x, y, z. Here we reconsider flow given by (2.1) but retain, at
present, body forces. From (1.1) and (2.1) we have

0, 0, /,

du = 0, 0, /„ , (2.2)

fx , fv , 0

fl , f,f, , o

dirdri = fxfv , fl , 0 , (2.3)

0, 0, fl + fv
where suffixes denote partial differentiation. Also, from (1.1), (1.3), (2.2), (2.3) it follows
that

II = fl + fl, HI = 0, (2.4)

<u = Vfl + V, Ui = VfJv , t22 = Vfl + p,

t\3 = ®fz , <23 = 6/k , <33 = + fl) + P-
(2.5)

If we denote body force components by (X, Y, Z) and the (constant) density by p, the
usual equations of motion reduce to
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>Y + t+1 <*'•'•>+ -°- <2'6)

pZ + & + s(0/*) +1; '0/J ■0|
if we use (2.5) and observe that inertia terms for the flow (2.1) vanish.

We now seek for a solution in which Z is zero and X, Y depend only on x and y. It
follows from the third of equations (2.6) that

V = Po(x, y) + XZ, (2.7)

where X is a constant such that

(9/l) + iy (Gf'} + X = °" (2-8)

The function & depends only on the invariant II which is given by (2.4). Hence, writing

9 = Vo + I f * dll, (2.9)

we have

dx dx + + /»/•»)>

% = + fJJ.

It then follows that the first two of Eqs. (2.6) may be rewritten in the form

+ i +[I; <*«+ 4
°Y+%+[s + h w,)]/' ■ "■

(2.10)

Ericksen [4] has shown that when X and Y are zero, Eqs. (2.10) imply that q is a
function of / only, and, in general, they are incompatible with Eq. (2.8) for /. When
X, Y are non-zero a possible solution of Eqs. (2.10) is

/■X--[£<*/.) +4 WJ+g]/..
(2.11)

where q is now a function of / only. The flow given by (2.1), where / satisfies the differen-
tial equation (2.8), together with a suitable boundary condition, can then be maintained
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provided we apply body forces whose components (X, Y) along the (x, y) axes re-
spectively, are given by (2.11).

From (2.8) and (2.11) it is seen that the body forces vanish when
(a) ^ = kQ, q = kXf, where k is a constant, or
(b) / is a function of a linear combination of x and y, or
(c) / is a function of (x2 + y2)*,
in agreement with Ericksen [4].

If the boundary of the cross-section of the tube is symmetrical about both the x-
and y-axes, we see that equation (2.8) for /, together with the condition that / = 0 on
the boundary, implies that / is an even function of x and an even function of y (0 depends
only on fl + fy). Since dq/df in (2.11) is arbitrary we see that, in general, the flow may
be maintained by a body force X along the rr-axis which is an odd function of x and an
even function of y\ and by a body force Y which is an even function of x and an odd
function of y. This suggests that rectilinear flow down such a tube may be possible
without body forces, if in addition there is a flow in a perpendicular direction in each
quadrant of the xy plane, the flow in any one quadrant being the mirror image of that
in the immediately adjacent quadrants. In Sec. 5 this is confirmed for a special type
of fluid flowing in a tube of elliptical cross-section.

Suppose now that the fluid is such that the restriction (a) is satisfied approximately.
We put

* = kQ + a&', q = k\f, (2.12)

and Eqs. (2.11) and (2.8) then yield

(2.13)

where is a function of the invariant II, and a is a sufficiently small parameter. The
value of q can be chosen arbitrarily and we choose to take the particular value in (2.12).
In general, therefore, body forces (X, F) of order a are required to maintain the flow
(2.1). For example, if the fluid is nearly Newtonian in such a way that

9 = 2n, (2.14)

then -Y, F are 0(a).
In the next section we examine the modifications which are required in order to

obtain steady flow in pipes, when body forces are zero, for a general fluid for which
Eq. (1.1) holds.

3. General steady flow in tubes. We seek a solution of the fundamental equations,
with zero body forces, in which all the velocity components are independent of time t
and the coordinate z. We therefore introduce into (2.1) non-zero values of , v2. In view
of the incompressibility condition di{ = 0 we may write

fl — ) V2 = ; ^3 = 2/, (3.1)



(3.3)
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4* and / being functions of x, y only. From (1.2) and (3.1) we have

— ixy , K^x, — tyy), fx

d-a = Uixx — tvu), ixv , f, ■ (3.2)

fx , fy , 0

dimdmi = </4 + K'Axx — + fx,

dimdm2 fxfv j

dimdm3 fxixy ~\~ 2.f v('lPxx ivy) J

d2md„2 — ̂ ly + K^xx — tyy)2 + fl ,

d-2mdmZ fy^Pxy 2 fx(ixx ivy) )

d3mdm3 = fl + fl ,

and the strain invariants (1.3) are then

// = fl + fl + ily + Ktxx ~ iyy)\

III = (fl ~ fl)*xy + fjyiixx - i,y).

From (1.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we see that the components of stress are

<U = -Qixy + *{Vxv + \(txx - *„)' + fl] + P,

*12 = mtxx - tyy) + Vfxfy ,

t22 = Q\f/X„ -f" ^ { \f/xy + \(ixx ~ ivy) ^ + f y] + P,

t13 = 0/x + *{~fxtxy + hfyitxx - iyy)},

<23 = Qfy + *{fytxy + hfxitxx ~ tyy) I ,

<33 = *(/* + fl) + V-

Using (3.1) and (3.5) we may now write down the equations of motion. A more con-
venient form of these equations may, however, be obtained by introducing the complex
variables f, f* where

f = x + iy, f* = x - iy. (3.6)

Then, observing that

(3.4)

(3.5)

d , d d ./a d \
af+ df* ' dy \d{ dt*)' (3-7)
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we find, from (3.5), that

<n + <22 = 2 p +

tn ~ <22 + 2it» = 4t0^f.r. + 4*ff. ,

<13 + i<23 = 29/f. + ,

<33 = p + 4&f[fe .
Also, using (3.1) and (3.6), the equations of motion become

d d
(<n 4" <22) "H tt (<n <22 "I- 2i<i2) = 4p(^fi^f»f.df*N11 1 1 ar

(<13 + *<23) + (<13 — ^<23) = 4tp(/f^f. —

S + ^W/r/r. + 2WW)f

(3.8)

(3.9)

so that with (3.8) we then have

^ + 2^Wf/t.+2W,,.)|

+ 2^ + ¥/?.} = 2p(^f^f.f. — (3.10)

g + 2 ̂  {0/f. + 2i¥/rfc.r.}

+ 2 ^ {6/r - 2i*/r.*„} = 4ip(/f*f. - /f.*r). (3.11)

From these equations we see that

p = \z + Pott, r), (3.12)
where X is a constant and p0 is a function of f, f*. Hence

X + 2 ^ {0/f» + 2i*fttr;.} +2 ^ {0/r - «¥/,.*„}

= 4ip(/fff. - /r.*f), (3.13)
dpo
3f* '

+ 2 ^ + M>/2f.} = 2p(M.r. - (3.14)

We also note that the invariants in (3.4) may now be written in the form

77 = 4(/f/r. + "Arr'Ar'f*))

77/ = 4t(/?.*r.r. - /?.*„).
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) are three equations for the three unknown functions

p0, /, \j/. In addition, if we impose the condition that the velocity is zero on some closed

(3.15)
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curve (?(f, f*) = 0 in the (x, y) plane then

/ = 0, = 0 [<%■, n = 0]. (3.16)
In the next section we consider the solution of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), subject to boundary
conditions (3.16), for a fluid for which

* = kQ + a*'. (3.17)

This fluid was discussed in Sec. 2 where it was seen that, when a = 0, a solution of the
problem was possible with \f/ = 0.

4. Solution by successive approximations. We suppose that ^ is given by (3.17).
We seek a solution of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) in power series in a, based on the solution
\f/ = 0 when a — 0, assuming that a is a parameter which is sufficiently small, but we
only carry out detailed calculations for terms of 0(a). Thus, we assume that

ip = a<p + • • • , f — h + ag +•'• , (4.1)
so that, from (3.15)

II = II0 + alh + ,

III = all I, + • • • ,
where

Ih — 4:h[h{. , IIX — 4(/ifgff. -f- ft{-«<7f),

IIIi ■ h >-<(p ^ .
Assuming that 9 and are analytic functions of a, we then have

0(77, III) = 90 + a9i + • • • ,

*'(//, III) = ^ + • • • ,
where

0„ = ©(//„, 0), *5 = ¥'(/Jo ,0),

de(ii„, o) 30(7/0, o)
01 -7/1 dii +IIh din '

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Hence, from (3.17) and (4.4),

* = &0 0 + <*(£©, + *'o) + • • • . (4.6)

We now substitute (4.1), (4.4) and (4.6) into Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), and equate
coefficients of powers of a. It follows that the constant X has the form

X = X0 + + • • • , (4.7)

where X0 , Xx, • • • are constants. Also, if we recall (2.9) and result (a) in Sec. 2, we see
that the pressure may be written

Po — 2 J ®o dllo -f- k\0h -f- api (4.8)
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where p, is a function of f, f* only. In addition, using (4.7) and (4.8), we see that the
terms independent of a in (3.13) yield the equation

2\$ (0uM + dT (9o,!f)J + Xo = °' (4"9)

whilst the terms independent of a in (3.14) now cancel. If we consider terms in a in
(3.13) and (3.14) we obtain

Xi + 2 — {0o<7r> + Q\h{. + 2ikQ0hi<pi.t.}of

+ 2 {0oQt + 0i^f — 2ikQ0h{.<p{{} = 4ip(h[<f>{. — , (4.10)of

df* 2 df* )h{h{.}

+ 2 — {i0o^f.f* + 2kQ0hl.g{. + (&0! + = 0. (4.11)of
We continue discussion of these equations for the special fluid which is defined by

© - 2m, =c + II, k = 0, (4.12)
where n and c constants, so that

0„ = 2M, = c + /Jo , k = 0, 0! = 0. (4.13)
Equations (4.9), (4.11) and (4.10) respectively then reduce to

8jiArr. + X0 = 0, (4.14)

+ 4i«0fff + 8 —; (ftf/if.) + 8 — (,h;fi;.) + 2c|^pj (h{ht.) + — (/if.)| = 0, (4.15)

+ Xi = 4ip(/i;^>f. — . (4.16)
If we differentiate Eq. (4.15) with respect to f, subtract the result from its complex
conjugate, and use (4.14), we obtain the following equation for <p:

Q2 ^2
Wrn't' "I" (V4*) — gp*5 = 0,

or

Wrrrn* ~f~ 6Aff.(fef./iff — ft-f)

-}- hf

— ̂ f^rr*f*) = 0. (4.17)
5. Flow through elliptical pipe. In this section we consider the solution of Eqs. (4.14),

(4.16) and (4.17) for the special case of flow through a pipe whose cross-section is the
ellipse

^ + j£ = 1. (5-1)o o
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In complex coordinates f, f* this equation may be re-written in the form

(a2 + ~ Ka2 - 62)(f2 + f*2) - 2a2b2 = 0. (5.2)

At this boundary we assume that the velocity of the fluid is zero so that

h — 0r <p{ = 0, g = 0, (5.3)

when f, £* are related by Eq. (5.2).
Since h vanishes on the boundary (5.2) we try a solution of (4.14) of the form

h = A {(a2 + 62)il* - §(«2 - b2)(f2 + f*2) - 2a2b2}. (5.4)

This satisfies Eq. (4.14) if

8M(aJ + b2)A = -X„ . (5.5)

If we substitute h from (5.4) in the right hand side of (4.17) we have

imtre ~ 24AV&V - 0(f2 - f*2) = 0. (5.6)
We require a solution of (5.6) such that <p: (and therefore <pt.) vanishes on the boundary
(5.2). We therefore assume that

W = B{(a2 + &2)rr* - i(a2 - b2)(f2 + r*2) - 2a262}2(f2 - r2). (5.7)

This satisfies the boundary conditions and will also satisfy the differential equation
(5.6) if

5{4(a2 + b2)2 + (a2 - b2)2} - 4A*a2b2(a - b*) = 0. (5.8)

Using (5.8), and expressing <p in terms of the coordinates x, y, we have

64AVtV - b*)(b2x2 + a2y2 - a2b2)2xy
v m{4(o2 + b2)2 + (a2 - b2)2} ' (0 )

This represents a flow in the x, y plane whose streamlines are the curves <p = constant.
The flow is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Secondary flow in a tube with elliptical cross-section (a > 0).
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To complete the solution of the problem as far as terms of order a are concerned we
must now solve Eq. (4.1G). In this equation we may put \ = 0 since this only contributes
terms of the same type as those in the original flow down the tube. The remaining terms,
which arise solely from the inertia of the material, are found from (4.16), where h, are
given by (5.4) and (5.7) respectively. Thus

8/xffrr- = K«2 + ~ " W + f*2)

- 2a262}2{2(a2 - 62)ff*

- (a2 + b*)(? + rU (5.10)
together with the boundary condition

g = o, (5.ii)
on the boundary (5.2). The solution of this boundary value problem is straightforward,
but we omit details since the resulting flow will only modify slightly the original flow
down the tube.
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